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The politic of the American woman is uniquely
disadvantaged in that her culture refuses to recognize
the sincerity of her conviction. The "little woman" is
a peculiarly modern translation of the subordiance
feminine role, one who self limitations have denied
the potential of the modern woman. She is loving,
lighthearted, domestically efficient, naive, weak, and
sensual: but that's all she is allowed. It is not enough,
and that is the concern of Flo Kennedy. Amidst her
rehtorical chaos we grasped what it means to be a
black woman.
The first concern of sexual liberation is to instill an
awareness of America's decadent sexual prohibition
as it relates to the American woman. Women are
considered childlike, a perception suggestive of
innocence manufactured by a culture wholly
incapable of accomdating honest sexual response.
Thusly, they are subject to the mechanics of an
infantile psychology. They are instructed as to what
they shall and shall not want . . . and it is made clear
that they shall not interfere with that which is
outside the feminine role.
A meagre definition of propriety has plagued
generations of western women. As the character of
cultures envolved, roles adapted to disciplines as they
emerged. Mothers just never evolved. (The most
significant variation in the man-wife relation is that
the wife is now expected to drag home meat for the
provider.) The mother role is fine unless the woman
chooses to seek an alternate profession. If the

formidable structure of occupational prejdudices do
not deter her they will attempt to shame her for not
wanting to be a mother.
Oppression. It is a matter of economics - when a
woman is paid less than a man while holding a similar
position. It is an attitude that allows males to pattern
a mythical humour on feminine idiocy. It is a
philosophy of education which assigns unequal
significance to the education of the sexes. It is, most
significantly, an atmosphere of vague contempt which
struggles to negotiate a compromise of her spirit. Ah,
that woman would admit to her place.
Flo Kennedy knows that America has the facts
because its women stumble and fall before them
every day. It is a sad legacy and one made sadder by a
refusal on behalf of the American male to investigate
the nature of his bigotry. The feminist movement
entertains a curious reaction and amid such prejudice,
a laugh or scoff, a condescending smile, or a turn of
decadent phrase secure in its camaraderie. It is a
subtle repression for it involves loves ambivalent
extremities. Still, "women's libber" sounds a lot like
nigger.
America has surrendered her logic. There is no
future in a nation whose dreams are for the few.
America's dream should be large enough for the
non-white, the poor, the old, the student, man and
woman. The message is for you if you're lost in a
dream.
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. . . and the Sixties gave painful
birth to the Seventies; liberation with
its collage of expressions gave way to
cries for law and order and its violent
repressions. Chicago '68, the Kent
State Massacre, innumerable counts of
violence shot from both left and right
shoved forth the Seventies, and with it
a fearful withdrawal. On each front,
those of. the wild-eyed radicals and
those of the politically powerful, grew
seeds of fear, a paranoic sense of
doom which lay heavy over them all.
And the Richard Daleys and Spiro
Agnews move fast against anarchy and
its visions of corrupt youth, heads full
of acid, hands full of bombs racing
toward the institution of America the
Beautiful.
And behind locked doors, the
"movement people" sit engulfed by
the same paranoid fear and its vision
of thought police, FBI wire taps, and
the hideous sound of uniformed
fascists smashing through those locked
doors of Amerika the Painful . . .
The Law and Justice Symposium
was an instant when concerned minds
struggled for an understanding of a
desperate situation. An instant when
authorities including Raymond May,
director
of
the
Idaho
State
Penitentary; Chief Justice Henry
McQuade; and, yes, Paul Bright
wrestled empty phrases jammed with
misquoted statistics. An instant when
frustrations ran high as the vague
inadequacies of words muddled an
already elusive conept of justice—a
concept, which if not improved by the
symposium, at least opened the eyes,
raised the consciousness, of those
Americans who wonder.
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